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October 18-November 30, 2013 
Opening Reception: Friday, October 18th, 2013, 6-9 p.m. 

(Inter) Connections 
(Inter) Connections is a juried exhibition that explores the concept of 
“interconnectivity”: the idea that all things, people, and environments have a 
inter-relatedness that connects us. Artists selected for the exhibition have 
explored this concept through a variety of expressions, interpretations, and 
approaches. 

Theories on interconnectedness have been proposed by many, however, women 
of color scholars have championed this  framework for creating non-oppositional 
solutions for change. Thus,  (Inter) Connections marks WoCA's very first 
exhibition featuring artists from various backgrounds and geographical locations, 
while opening an important dialogue across multiple artistic mediums and 
narratives, including information seeking, social media & networks; biology, 
identity, nature & ecosystems; aesthetics, and society & politics.   
 
So come out and enjoy our exciting exhibition reception on Friday, October 18th, 
from 6-9 p.m., featuring curatorial remarks from guest juror, Lilia Kudelia, Adjunct 
Curator at Dallas Contemporary (Dallas, Texas), an awards presentation, and  
light refreshments and drinks.   
 
This is a show you don't want to miss!   
 
Juror:  
Lilia Kudelia, Adjunct Curator at Dallas Contemporary in Dallas, Texas   
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Congratulations to the following selected artists:   
 
Brian Cavanaugh (Brooklyn, NY)   
Kate Clark (San Diego, CA)  
Sarah Crider (Little Rock, AR)  
Morgan Chivers (Arlington, TX)  
Nicole Dane (Carrollton, TX)  
Susan Emmerson (Bloomington, IL)  
Rachel Fisher (Denton, TX)  
Claire Girodie (Parkton, MD)  
Deborah Kapoor (Seattle, WA)  
Sara Madandar (Austin, TX) 
Yelizaveta Nersesova (Dallas, TX)  
Joseph Ostraff (Fairview, UT)  
Nishiki Tayui (Staten Island, NY)  
Liana Tomchesson (Austin, TX)  
Doerte Weber (San Antonio, TX)  
Jennifer Wenker (Hillsboro, OH)  
Jave Yoshimoto (Alva, OK)   
 
The exhibition will run through November 30th, 2013. Admission to opening 
receptions are free and open to the public.   
 
Gallery Hours: Thurs-Sat 12-3 p.m. and by appointment. 


